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Concurrent Groovy
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This chapter covers
■

Making concurrency more approachable
with Groovy

■

Using different types of task coordination

■

Putting these concepts to work with the
GPars library

The tools we use have a profound (and devious!) influence on our thinking
habits, and, therefore, on our thinking abilities.

Edsger Dijkstra
How do we tell truths that might hurt? Published as part of Selected
Writings on Computing: A Personal Perspective, Springer-Verlag, 1982.
We’ll start our exploration with general considerations about concurrency followed
by moving from the simple to the more advanced usages of concurrency. We’ll visit
waypoints that show various means of coordinating concurrent tasks, from predefined coordination to implicit and explicit control. We’ll move on to investigate
how to safeguard objects in a concurrent environment and wrap up the topic with a
final showcase. But let's start by considering why we might want to enter this challenging landscape in the first place.
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Public wisdom has it that we’ll no longer see the major speed-ups in processor
cycle times that we are so used to. In the past, the safest way to improve software performance was to wait 18 months, get a new computer, and enjoy the doubled speed.
These days, it’s more likely that you’ll see a slight decrease in processor speed but
with the benefit of having twice as many processing units (cores). Our programs must
now be prepared to take advantage of the new direction of hardware evolution.
This could mean putting the burden of managing concurrency on the application
programmer. But considering the huge number of difficulties that come with classical
approaches to concurrency, this doesn’t seem like a wise choice.
An alternative approach is to put the burden on framework designers so that we
can run our code in a managed environment that handles concurrency for us. The
Java Servlet framework may serve as an example: the Servlet programmer—and this
includes Servlet-based technologies such as JSP, GSP, JSF, and Wicket—doesn’t care
much about concurrency, but the web server executes the application for many requests
in parallel. The programmer only has to obey restrictions such as not spawning threads
on his own and only sharing mutable state in dedicated scopes. Admittedly, projects
can break these restrictions because they’re not technically enforced, but by and large
this has been a successful model.
The concurrency concepts we’ll look at in this chapter follow the successful Servlet
approach in that they introduce an elevated level of abstraction. This allows the application programmer to focus on the task at hand and leave the low-level concurrency
details to the framework.

18.1 Concurrency for the rest of us
Your job as an application programmer is to get the sequential parts of your code
right, including their test cases. When concurrency is required, you can choose one of
the tools explained in this chapter, passing it your sequential code for execution.
Understanding the concepts is a prerequisite for choosing the most appropriate one
for the situation. You don’t have to understand the inner workings of each implementation, but you need to understand its approach and constraints.

18.1.1 Concurrent != parallel
A full exposition of concurrency is beyond the scope of this chapter, given that there
are whole books devoted to the topic. Also, it’s not our job to explain the concurrency
support provided by the Java language and the java.util.concurrent package in the
Java standard library. We’ll approach the topic from a Groovy point of view and
assume that you are at least somewhat familiar with the Java basics. The Groovy view
starts with the observation that concurrency is more than parallelism.
Concurrency allows better utilization of resources, higher throughput,
and faster response times, but the real value is in the coherence of the programming model. Each concurrent task fulfills one single coherent purpose;
multiple tasks may run sequentially, in intermixed time slices, or in parallel.

NOTE
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Let’s start with resource utilization. The obvious resource that you want to use efficiently is your processing capacity: spreading calculations over many processing cores
to get the results faster. Note that this only makes sense if those cores would be otherwise idle! With a dual-core machine you’re often better off leaving the second core to
the OS to run its other processes. Prominent examples of “other processes” are your
database and web server.
Spreading computation over many cores, processors, or even remote machines is
what we call parallelism. Concurrency goes beyond parallelism. It allows asynchronous
access to the database, filesystem, external devices, the network, and foreign processes
in general, whether they’re managed by the OS or other applications. If you’re into
service-oriented architectures (SOA), you can think of all of these resources as services
that are typically slow. If we worked in a synchronous fashion—waiting for each service
to complete before progressing to the next step—we wouldn’t exploit other resources
to their maximum, especially not our processing capacity.
One special service that’s particularly slow but has a low tolerance for latency is the
user. The user’s input may be notoriously slow but as soon as they submit it, they
expect a response immediately. A responsive UI may be the best example of concurrency. Even on a single-core machine, the user legitimately expects that they can move
the mouse, enter text, click a button, and so on while the application fetches web
pages or sends them to a printer. This may well make the overall task marginally slower
as the processor spends time switching context between background threads and the
UI, but the experience is a much more pleasant one for the user.
All this may sound as if asynchronous resource consumption is the only goal of
concurrency. It’s the most obvious one but certainly not the only one, and possibly not
even the most important one. At its heart, concurrency is a great enabler for a coherent programming model.
Imagine writing a graphical application from scratch. You wouldn’t want to intermix your application code with checking every tenth of a second whether the mouse
has moved and the cursor on the UI needs repainting. Nor would you want to repeatedly check for garbage collection from within your application. Luckily, Java comes
with a concurrent solution that takes care of updating the UI and running the garbage
collector. The main point here is that this allows each piece of the system—your application code, the UI painter, and the garbage collector—to focus on its own responsibility while remaining blissfully unaware of the others.
CONCURRENCY FOR SIMPLER CODE Concurrency enables you to write simple,

small, coherent actions that implement exactly one task. Simple actions such
as these are easier to test, easier to maintain, and easier to implement in the
first place.
These benefits don’t come free. There is controlling effort for starting and stopping
each task, mutually exclusive assignment of resources (scheduling), safeguarding shared
resources, and coordination of control when, for example, one task consumes what a
second task has produced.
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Far too many developers are obsessed with performance improvements, overlooking the other benefits that a well-designed concurrent programming model yields.
JAVA’S BUILT-IN CAPABILITIES

Java has supported concurrency at the language and library level right from the first
version. Starting a new Thread and waiting for its completion is simple. Groovy sprinkles a little sugar on top with the GDK so that you can start a new Thread more easily
using the start method with a closure argument.
def thread = Thread.start { println "I'm in a new thread" }
thread.join()

The introduction of the java.util.concurrent package brought many improvements,
including thread pools, the executor framework, and many datatypes with support for
concurrent access. If you haven’t yet looked at this package, now is the time to do so.
You’ll find excellent tutorials on the web as well as good books such as Java Concurrency
in Practice by Brian Goetz et al., (Addison-Wesley Professional, 2006) and Concurrent
Programming in Java by Doug Lea (Addison-Wesley Professional, 1999).
Reading these books can also be a scary experience, though. The authors walk
through examples of seemingly simple code and explain how it fails when called
concurrently. I guess this is the reason why many developers shy away from concurrency. They don’t want to appear incompetent and leave those fields to the experts
who can manage this black art. Well, we have to overcome this fear somehow, and
the concepts introduced in this chapter are targeted at giving you an enjoyable pathway into concurrency.
The first notable difference is that we’re rarely going to use the concept of a
thread. Instead, we’ll think in terms of tasks. A task is a piece of sequential code that
may run concurrently with other tasks. This may involve thread management and
pooling under the covers but you don’t have to care.
We’ll free you from dealing with Java language features such as volatile and
synchronized. They require advanced knowledge of the Java memory and threading model and are all too easy to get wrong. Likewise, this eliminates the need for
wait/notify constructions for thread coordination, which are an infamous source of
errors. Because we don’t expose threads, we can offer less error-prone task coordination mechanics.

18.1.2 Introducing new concepts
To make concurrent programming easier, we’ll introduce concepts that are new in the
sense that they’re not yet widely known, even though most of them were developed a
long time ago and have implementations in other languages as well. They cover three
main areas:
■
■
■

Starting and stopping concurrent tasks
Coordinating concurrent tasks
Controlling access to shared mutable state
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Parallel collections with fork/join and map/filter/reduce operations are concepts that hide
the work of starting and stopping concurrent tasks from the programmer and coordinate these tasks in a predefined manner.
Actors create a frame in that tasks can run without interference but they start, stop,
and coordinate explicitly.
Dataflow variables, operators, and streams coordinate concurrent tasks implicitly
such that downstream data consumers automatically wait for data providers.
If your tasks need to access shared mutable state, you can delegate the coordination
of concurrent state changes to an agent.
We’ll use Groovy features to make the above possible, particularly closures, metaprogramming, and AST transformations. The real heavy lifting is done by the implementation in the GPars library.
USING GPARS
GPars is an external library that comes bundled with the Groovy installation and is
thus readily available in most cases. If you happen to run an embedded Groovy without the standard installation then you can still refer to GPars as
@Grab('org.codehaus.gpars:gpars:1.2.1')
<some import statement here>

This statement will transparently download and cache the specified version of the
library (1.2.1 as of now) and its dependencies. If you’d like to add GPars as a dependency to your Gradle or Maven build or download its jars manually, please refer to
http://gpars.org, which is also the place to find additional information, including
many demos and the comprehensive documentation.
Now we’ve set the stage, let’s visit a common application of concurrency: processing all the items in a collection concurrently.

18.2 Concurrent collection processing
Processing collections is particularly auspicious when each item in the collection can
be processed independently. This situation also lends itself naturally into processing
the items concurrently.
Groovy’s object iteration methods (each, collect, find, and else) all take a closure argument that’s responsible for processing a single item. Let’s call such closures
tasks. Naturally, GPars builds on this concept with the capability to process these tasks
concurrently in a fork/join manner.
FOR CLARIFICATION In this chapter, the term fork/join always indicates that
several items are each processed in their own “forked” task and all tasks are
immediately “joined” after execution. The same term may have different
meanings in other contexts.

The following listing uses the fork/join approach to concurrently calculate the squares
of a given list of numbers by using the collectParallel method that the withPool
method adds through metaprogramming to a list of numbers. This method works
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exactly the same as Groovy’s collect besides that, we collect concurrently now, as shown
in the following listing.
Listing 18.1 Calculating a list of squares concurrently
import static groovyx.gpars.GParsPool.withPool
def numbers = [1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6]
def squares = [1, 4, 9, 16, 25, 36]
withPool {
assert squares == numbers.collectParallel
}

{ it * it }

The concurrency is almost invisible: no thread creation, no thread control, and no
synchronization on the resulting list are visible in the code. This is all safely handled
under the covers.
DISCLAIMER Calculating squares concurrently is only an introductory example

for educational purposes. In practice, the overhead of concurrency only makes
sense if the tasks can be split up into reasonably sized, time-consuming chunks.
You may wonder how many threads listing 18.1 uses for calculating the squares. You
shouldn’t care, but GPars uses a default that’s calculated from the number of available
cores plus one. That makes three for a dual-core machine, for example. Alternatively,
you can explicitly supply the number of threads to use as the first argument to the withPool method:
withPool(10) {
// do something with a thread pool of size 10
}

GParsPool doesn’t create threads. Instead, it takes them from a fork/join thread pool

of the Java standard library (formerly jsr166y). GPars uses this Java library feature
extensively, especially its support for parallel arrays that are the basis for all parallel
collection processing in GPars.

18.2.1 Transparently concurrent collections
Having the *Parallel counterparts of the Groovy object iteration methods is nice
and convenient. However, the method names are a bit lengthy and don’t feel groovy.
Couldn’t we use the standard method names and give them a concurrent meaning?
The following listing makes the list of numbers transparently subject to concurrent
treatment with a method name that withPool adds to collections and that’s aptly
named makeConcurrent.
Listing 18.2 Calculating a list of squares with transparent concurrency
import static groovyx.gpars.GParsPool.withPool
def numbers = [1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6]
def squares = [1, 4, 9, 16, 25, 36]
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withPool {
assertSquares(numbers.makeConcurrent(), squares)
}
def assertSquares(numbers, squares) {
assert squares == numbers.collect { it * it }
}

Groovy metaprogramming is again in action here. When called from within the withPool closure, the standard collect method is modified to delegate to the collectParallel method for collections that have been made transparent.
Note that the assertSquares method knows nothing about concurrency! In fact,
when this method is called from outside the withPool closure, it will calculate the
squares sequentially. When called from inside the withPool closure, the calculation
runs concurrently.
IN OTHER WORDS Transparently concurrent collections enable you to pass
collections into methods written for sequential execution and make them
work concurrently for a specific caller. The caller can even decide about the
“amount” of concurrency by passing the pool size argument to the withPool
method.

Think how much easier this makes unit testing of methods such as assertSquares. Of
course, this approach has its limits. If we do something really silly, let’s say side-effecting
from inside our task, then our code may run fine sequentially but not when passed a
transparently concurrent collection.
The following code does not construct an ordered String of squares:
def assertSquares(numbers, squares) {
String result = ''
numbers.each { result += it * it }
assert squares.join('') == result
}

// This is wrong, don't do it!!!

When called with numbers.makeConcurrent() the previous code may work accidentally, but at times a higher number will be processed before a smaller number and the
assertion will fail. Even worse, modifying a variable in this way isn’t a thread-safe operation! Three separate operations are involved: reading the current value from the
variable, computing the new value, and writing the new value to the variable. If these
operations are interrupted by another task, the results may be inconsistent, with one
task overwriting the result of another. This is a special case of a race condition: a missing update.
Therefore, when you run the above code multiple times, you’ll see that the result
string is often missing squares.
For the record, the correct and concurrency-friendly solution would be
def assertSquares(numbers, squares) {
assert squares.join('') == numbers.collect{ it * it }.join('')
}
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The good news is that you can easily avoid errors such as the one above by simply sticking to the rule of avoiding state changes from inside the iteration methods.
Transparent concurrency has interesting characteristics. First, it’s idempotent. Calling makeConcurrent on a collection that’s already transparently concurrent returns
the collection unmodified. Second, it’s transitive. When you call a method such as
collect on a transparently concurrent collection, the returned list is again transparently concurrent so that you can chain calls. The following listing chains calls to collect and grep with the effect that grep is also called concurrently. The code first
collects all squares and then filters the small ones.
Listing 18.3 Using transitive transparent concurrency to find squares < 10
import static groovyx.gpars.GParsPool.withPool
withPool {
def numbers = [1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6].makeConcurrent()
def squares = [1, 4, 9]
assert squares == numbers.collect{ it * it }.grep{ it < 10 }
}

The collect and grep methods use the same fork/join thread pool. In fact, every
concurrent collection method called from the same withPool closure will do so,
regardless of whether they appear as transparent or *Parallel invocations.
The fork/join approach is probably the simplest step into concurrent programming, but for the small squares problem, we could do better. Listing 18.3 first collects
all squares, stores them in a list, and then processes the temporary list to filter the
small squares. It’s more efficient to spare the temporary list and do the squaring and
filtering in one task. We’ll revisit this approach in section 18.3.

18.2.2 Available fork/join methods
The full list of available concurrent methods is in class groovyx.gpars.GParsPoolUtil. The transparent methods are in groovyx.gpars.TransparentParallel. Table 18.1
puts the two versions next to each other.
Table 18.1 Concurrency-aware methods in “withPool”
Transparent

Transitive?

any { ... }

Parallel

anyParallel { ... }

collect { ... }

yes

collectParallel { ... }

collectMany { ... }

yes

collectManyParallel { ... }

count(filter)

countParallel(filter)

each { ... }

eachParallel { ... }

eachWithIndex{ ... }

eachWithIndexParallel { ... }

every { ... }

everyParallel { ... }
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Table 18.1 Concurrency-aware methods in “withPool” (continued)
Transparent

Transitive?

find { ... }
findAll { ... }

Parallel

findParallel { ... }
yes

findAllParallel { ... }

findAny { ... }

findAnyParallel { ... }

fold { ... }

foldParallel { ... }

fold(seed) { ... }

foldParallel(seed){ ... }

grep(filter)

yes

grepParallel(filter)

groupBy { ... }

groupByParallel { ... }

max { ... }

maxParallel { ... }

max()

maxParallel()

min { ... }

minParallel { ... }

min()

minParallel()

split { ... }
sum()

yes

splitParallel { ... }
sumParallel()

Contrasting table 18.1 with the Groovy object iteration methods shows a few notable
differences that are due to the concurrent processing.
■

■

■

■

In addition to find, there’s also findAny. While find always returns the first
matching item in the order of its collection, findAny may return whatever
matching item it finds first.
The GDK inject method is replaced by fold. While inject runs through the
collection in strict order, no such order exists in concurrent processing and
thus the contract differs. The fold method acts like inject but you have to be
aware that its task closure may be invoked with any combination of items and/
or temporary results.
Transparent concurrent methods are only transitive when they return a collection as their return type. Note that using the transparent find method on a list
of lists also returns a collection but this won’t be transparent automatically.
Not all Groovy object iteration methods have a concurrent counterpart. Several
iteration methods are simply missing at the time of writing, while others don’t
make sense in a concurrent context.

Finally, it’s worth noting that this approach to concurrent processing isn’t restricted
to collections but can be used with any Java or Groovy object—the Groovy object iteration logic applies.
We’ll now elaborate on this approach further by investigating the map/filter/
reduce concept.

Becoming more efficient with map/filter/reduce
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18.3 Becoming more efficient with map/filter/reduce
We’ve seen concurrent tasks of calculating squares and filtering in listing 18.2 with the
fork/join approach. First, we had to collect all the squares; only then could we proceed with the filtering part. This isn’t ideal: we don’t really need the intermediate
results as a collection.
Fortunately, there’s an alternative. The map/filter/reduce approach allows us to
chain tasks in a way that doesn’t restrict us to finish all the squaring before filtering.
To make the difference even more obvious, listing 18.4 shows a map/filter/reduce
performing a variant of the squaring problem. We’ve made two changes: incrementing the value before squaring it and adding the squares instead of filtering. What was
collect and fold in fork/join, becomes map and reduce for map/filter/reduce. The
methods are used in a similar fashion, but as we’ll see they work quite differently.
Listing 18.4 Using map/filter/reduce to increment each number in a list, square it, and
add up the squares—all concurrently
import static groovyx.gpars.GParsPool.withPool
withPool {
assert 55 == [0,
.map
{ it
.map
{ it
.reduce { a,
}

1, 2, 3, 4].parallel
+ 1 }
** 2 }
b -> a + b }

The map and reduce methods are available on parallel collections. We get such an
instance by holding onto the parallel property of our list. This property is available
inside the withPool closure.
Figure 18.1 depicts the difference in the workflow. Assume that time flows from left
to right, bubbles denote states of execution, and arrows show scheduled tasks. If you
imagine a sweeping vertical line, you can see which tasks can be executing at any

Fork

Fork
Join

Join

Map

Map

Reduce

Map

Map

Figure 18.1 Contrasting task
concurrency for fork/join vs.
map/filter/reduce where map/
filter/reduce can achieve a higher
degree of concurrency
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point. While fork/join always has the same order, the map/filter/reduce example is
only one of many possible execution orders. Its inner bubbles can freely flow horizontally like pearls on a string.
In the map/filter/reduce example there are many valid execution orders. On one
run all the increments may be calculated before all squares, effectively giving you
fork/join workflow, but this is an unlikely coincidence.
On another run we could end up with one increment and its square being calculated, then a second one, and then both being passed into the reduce task even before
the third increment starts!
Either way, GPars makes sure that all the increments, squares, and their sum are
calculated correctly in the end. But the many different possible workflows open more
possibilities for different tasks running concurrently. The task coordination is still predefined even though the coordination scheme spans over more tasks and allows for
more variability in scheduling.
With fork/join, a collect task could only run concurrently with other invocations of
that collect task. With map/filter/reduce, any task can run concurrently with any
other one, thus providing a higher degree of concurrency.
If the scheduler has more
options for assigning a task to a thread, there’s a lower probability that a few
slow task invocations thwart the overall execution. With more options in the
workflow, map/filter/reduce offers more concurrency over fork/join.

FOR THE GEEKS: THE MERITS OF MORE CONCURRENCY

We’ve seen that map/filter/reduce works on a parallel abstraction that comes with the
concurrency-aware methods listed in table 18.2. Note that only map and filter return a
parallel datatype that allows further map/filter/reduce processing.
Table 18.2 Concurrency-aware methods for map/filter/reduce
Method

Chainable

Analogous to

combine(initialValue) { ... }
filter { ... }

True

findAll

True

collect

getCollection()
groupBy { ... }
map { ... }
max { ... }
max()
min { ... }
min()
reduce { ... }

inject, fold

reduce(seed)

inject, fold

{ ... }
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Table 18.2 Concurrency-aware methods for map/filter/reduce
Method

Chainable

Analogous to

size()
sort { ... }

True

sum()

This gives us enough knowledge to finally present the small squares problem with
map/filter/reduce in listing 18.5.
We use the filter method that only passes temporary results down the execution
stream if they satisfy the given closure. This is analogous to the findAll method for
sequential code. The filter method is such an important part of the concept that
we’ve included it in the name. This also distinguishes it from the more commonly
known “map/reduce” label that’s also used in different contexts. (For comparison see
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/MapReduce.)
For the assertion in the next listing we need to refer to the collection property to
unwrap our parallel datatype and make it comparable to the list of expected numbers.
Listing 18.5 Collecting the small squares with map/filter/reduce
import static groovyx.gpars.GParsPool.withPool
withPool {
def numbers = [1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6]
assert [1, 4, 9] == numbers.parallel
.map
{ it * it }
.filter { it < 10 }
.collection
}

Up to this point, fork/join and map/filter/reduce have proved to be concurrency
concepts that are fairly easy to use. This is mostly due to their baked-in, predefined
task coordination that implements a well-known flow of data. When one task needs to
wait for data from a preceding one, this is all known in advance and handled transparently. This leaves no room for errors to creep in.
The map/filter/reduce approach is also available in Java because Java 8 parallel
streams were introduced. You can harness their power from Groovy as well—passing
Groovy closures where Java expects lambda expressions. It looks amazingly similar:
// Groovy with Java 8
def numbers = [1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6]
assert [1, 4, 9] == numbers.parallelStream()
.map
{ it * it }
.filter { it < 10 }
.collect()

In the next section, we’ll investigate how to coordinate tasks when we need more flexibility in the flow of data.
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18.4 Dataflow for implicit task coordination
Both fork/join and map/filter/reduce work on collection of items that are transformed and processed. That makes their data flow predictable and allows for an efficient implementation.
In the more general case, we may need to derive a value from data delivered by
concurrent tasks. For this to work, we need to ensure that all the affected tasks are
scheduled in a sequence that allows data to flow from assignment to usage. This may
sound difficult, but with the Dataflow concept it’s a snap.
The following listing demonstrates a simple sum where the input data isn’t
known at the time when we declare the logic of the task. Therefore, each reference
is wrapped within a dataflow. Assignments to dataflow references happen in concurrent tasks.
Listing 18.6 A basic Dataflow adds numbers that are assigned in concurrent tasks
import groovyx.gpars.dataflow.Dataflows
import static groovyx.gpars.dataflow.Dataflow.task
final flow = new Dataflows()
task { flow.result = flow.x + flow.y }
task { flow.x = 10 }
task { flow.y = 5 }
assert 15 == flow.result

b
c

Assigns
value

Assigns
derived value

d

Reads
value

We start with the calculation in B where a dataflow variable result is derived from
dataflow variables x and y, even though x and y are not yet assigned. This calculation
happens in a new task that is started by the task factory method. It has to wait until x
and y are assigned values.
Assignments to x and y in two other concurrent tasks c make these values available so that B can execute.
The main thread waits at d until result can be read. This means that B has to
finish, which can only happen after both the tasks in c have finished. The dataflow
from c to B to d happens regardless of which task is started first. This is implicit
thread coordination in action.

18.4.1 Testing for deadlocks
Predefined coordination schemes like fork/join and map/filter/reduce are deadlock-free. It’s guaranteed that the task coordination itself never produces a deadlock—the situation when concurrent tasks block each other in a way that prohibits
any further progress.
It’s still possible to write code that uses fork/join mechanics and runs into a deadlock anyway, but this wouldn’t be the result of the coordination scheme. Instead it would
be an error elsewhere in the code. If the forked code blocks on shared resources, you
can still end up with a deadlock in the normal way.
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With dataflow concurrency, we cannot guarantee the absence of deadlocks in the
coordination itself. The following example demonstrates a dataflow deadlock due to
circular assignments:
def flow = new Dataflows()
task { flow.x = flow.y }
task { flow.y = flow.x }

Deadlock!

For all practical cases, dataflow-based deadlocks are reproducible. The previous example will always deadlock.
This has a huge benefit: it makes the coordination scheme unit-testing friendly!
Aside from pathological cases, you can be sure that your code does not deadlock if
your test cases do not deadlock.
Testability fails as soon as assignments
to dataflow variables happen at random, like this: flow.x = Math.random() >

FOR THE GEEKS: A PATHOLOGICAL CASE

0.5 ? 1 : flow.y

Beside testability, dataflow variables have another nice feature that makes them convenient to use in the concurrent context: their references are immutable. They never
change the instance they refer to after the initial assignment. This makes them not
only safe to use but also efficient because no protection is needed for reading (nonblocking read). The benefit is greatest when the dataflow variable refers to an object
that is also immutable, such as a number or a string.
Because dataflow variables can refer to any kind of object, which may happen to have
mutable state, we may run into problems such as the following example where a (mutable) list is assigned to a dataflow variable but possibly changes its state after assignment:
def flow = new Dataflows()
task { flow.list
= [0] }
task { flow.list[0] = 1
}
println flow.list

b

Bad idea!

c

Prints [0] or [1]
without guarantee

NOTE Dataflow variables work best when used with immutable datatypes.
Consider using the asImmutable() methods, use types that are handled by
the @Immutable AST transformation, or safeguard your objects with agents
(see section 18.6).

Deterministic deadlocks and variable immutability add to the safety and robustness of
the Dataflow Concurrency model.

18.4.2 Dataflow on sequential datatypes
Until now, we’ve only seen the merits of implicit task coordination with the dataflow
concept for simple datatypes. This naturally leads to the question of whether we can
use this concept for processing more than simple data—and yes, we can.
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Think about it like this: implicit task coordination means that we automatically calculate a result as soon as dataflow variables x and y have assigned values. We can easily
expand this concept to calculating a result whenever x and y are available!
In other words, we have an input channel that we can ask for x and a second one
that gives us the next y to process. Whenever we have a pair of x and y, we calculate
the result.
Listing 18.7 leads us into this concept by calculating statistical payout values that
derive from the amount of a possible payout and the chance that this payout might
happen. Think of this as a gambling situation where you weigh the possible payout
against your ante. Insurance companies follow a comparable approach when calculating risks.
The operator() method creates a DataflowOperator and starts it immediately.
The chances and amounts variables represent the input channels, and payouts represents the output channel. All the channels are of type DataflowQueue for implicitly
coordinated reading and writing of input and output data. The closure that’s passed
to the operator() method defines the action to be taken on the input data. The next
available unprocessed item of each input channel is passed into it (chance, amount),
as shown in the following listing.
Listing 18.7 Dataflow streams and operators for implicit task coordination over
sequential input data
import static groovyx.gpars.dataflow.Dataflow.*
import groovyx.gpars.dataflow.DataflowQueue
def chances = new DataflowQueue()
def amounts = new DataflowQueue()
def payouts = new DataflowQueue()
operator( inputs: [chances, amounts],
outputs: [payouts],
{ chance, amount -> payouts << chance * amount }
)
task { [0.1, 0.2, 0.3].each { chances << it } }
task { [300, 200, 100].each { amounts << it } }
[30, 40, 30].each { assert it == payouts.val }

Note that the operator and the value assignments for the input channels all work
concurrently, but thanks to the implicit task coordination, we still have a predictable
outcome.
The DataflowOperator and DataflowQueue APIs are rather wide-ranging and full
coverage is beyond the scope of this chapter. Refer to the API documentation, the reference guide, and the GPars demos for more details. One feature that shouldn’t go
unnoticed, though, is that dataflow operators are composable.
It’s no coincidence that input and output channels are both of the same type. The
output channel of one operator can be wired as the input channel of a second operator. One can make a whole network of concurrent, implicitly coordinated operators.
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18.4.3 Final thoughts on dataflow
Dataflow variables are lightweight. You can easily have millions of them in a standard JVM.
They’re also efficient. A scheduler for dataflow tasks has additional information
that allows picking tasks ”sensibly” for execution.
Dataflow abstractions can help when writing unit tests for concurrent code. They
can easily replace Atomic* variables, latches, and futures in many testing scenarios.
Most of all, dataflow is an abstraction that lends itself naturally for all those concurrent scenarios where the primary concern is the flow of data. Take the classical
producer-consumer problem where a consumer processes data that a producer delivers concurrently. It is all about the flow of data. Listing 18.7 is a specialized form of the
same pattern, combining two producers, synchronizing on them effortlessly: we’ve
solved the “consumption” part of the problem without even thinking about it! The
consumer always patiently waits until he gets something to do.
This is only one half of the story. Imagine the producers are much faster than the
consumer. This leads to a waste of memory and badly distributed consumption of CPU
time. The full solution also needs a throttling mechanism for the producers. Luckily,
we can easily build such a mechanism on top of dataflow operators by applying the
efficient KanbanFlow pattern (http://people.canoo.com/mittie/kanbanflow.html).
Concurrent programming is all about modeling. We either model the flow of data
indirectly through the concurrent operations that we perform on it or directly
through dataflow abstractions.
Several experts go so far as to claim that without the need for data handling, concurrency is trivial; otherwise, dataflow should be the first solution approach to consider. This claim may be a little bit too bold, however. We need more control over task
coordination at times than dataflow can provide. This is where actors enter the stage.

18.5 Actors for explicit task coordination
We’ve seen predefined task coordination with fork/join and map/filter/reduce and
implicit task coordination with dataflow. The actor abstraction fills the hole of how to
coordinate concurrent tasks explicitly.
Actors were introduced many decades ago and have undergone a rollercoaster
ride of academic popularity, great hopes, challenges, disillusions, sleeping beauty, rediscovery, and recently resurgence in popularity. They’ve been at the heart of the Erlang
concurrency and distribution model for a long time, proving the concept’s value for
parallel execution, remoting, and fault-tolerance.
Actors provide a controlled execution environment. Each actor is like a frame that
holds a piece of code and calls that code under the following conditions:
■
■

A message is waiting in the actor’s inbox.
The actor isn’t concurrently processing any other message.

This description is the lowest common denominator between the available actor concepts and implementations. Beyond it, you’ll find all kinds of variations about whether
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or not an actor is allowed to have mutable state, whether messages have to be immutable, whether the actor and/or the messages have to be serializable, how their lifecycle
is controlled, and so on. For the remainder of this chapter, we’ll avoid such controversy. When we use the word actor, we mean the GPars definition.
Listing 18.8 gets us started by creating three actors: decrypt, audit, and main. The
main actor sends an encrypted message to the decrypt actor, which replies with the
decoded message. When the main actor receives that reply, it reacts to it by sending it
to the audit actor, which in turn prints
top secret

Listing 18.8 Three actors for explicit coordination of decrypting and printing tasks
import static groovyx.gpars.actor.Actors.*

b

def decrypt = reactor { code -> code.reverse() }
def audit
= reactor { println it }

actor
factory
method

d

def main
= actor
{
decrypt 'terces pot'
react { plainText ->
audit plainText
}
}
main.join()
audit.stop()
audit.join()

f
g

Waits
for reply

reactor factory
method

c

reactor factory
method

e

Sends
message

Sends
message

Hopefully by now you’re comfortable with the static factory methods that GPars has
consistently provided. The actor B and the reactor c methods are two more examples of the same, living in the Actors class. They each return an Actor instance, which
is started right away.
They both have a closure argument, telling them what the generated actor should
do when its act() method is called, which happens as part of starting the actor. This is
straightforward for the actor{} d factory method but a bit more involved in the case
of reactor{}. Here, the given closure is wrapped so that it’s executed concurrently
whenever a message is waiting in the inbox and the actor is not already busy. The message is passed to the closure and the closure result is replied to the sender. You can
think of a reactor as having an act() method of
loop { react { message -> reply reactorClosure(message) } }

This construction is needed so often that the GPars team has put it into the reactor
factory method for your convenience.
NOTE You never call the act() method directly! This would undermine the

actor’s concurrency guarantees. Instead, you call the actor’s send(msg) facility that puts the given message in its inbox for further processing. Sending is
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available in various shortcuts: the send(msg) method, leftShift(msg) to
implement the << operator, and call(msg), which enables the transparent
method call1 (see section 5.4.1) that we use in listing 18.8 for sending messages e and g.
Sending a message to an actor takes the form of an asynchronous request. The actor is
free to process our message at any time. We do not wait for its response, unless we use
the sendAndWait() method. When an actor replies to a message, it sends the reply to
the originating actor. In listing 18.8, you see the main actor sending a message to the
decrypt actor e and going into react mode f, waiting for the reply message to
arrive. The decrypt actor replies to the main actor, effectively sending the decrypted
plain text as a message.
REACT MODE IS A STATE Using an actor facility that makes the actor wait for a

reply is an example of state. GPars supports such actor states but this isn’t
common between various actor implementations. It’s up to you to decide
whether or not to use this kind of state.
Actors can be seen as asynchronous services. They wait idly until they have a message
to process, do their job, and either stop or wait again. Running actors don’t prevent
the JVM from exiting; they’re backed by a pool of daemon threads. This is why we
need the last three lines in listing 18.8.
The main.join() waits until the main actor is finished. We can be sure that it has
received the plain text and has sent it to the audit actor. But because the audit actor
handles the request asynchronously, we cannot be sure that the printing has been
done. We have to wait for the audit actor to finish as well by audit.join(). The
audit actor is a reactor, though. It never finishes until we send it the stop() message
as shown in the following code.
main.join()
audit.stop()
audit.join()

These commands are the necessary coordination control that makes sure that the
decrypted message appears on the console before our program exits. Try the program without these lines. If you run it several times you’ll see the output appearing
at random.
There are so many conceivable applications of actors that we cannot possibly do
them justice in this chapter. Table 18.3 lists actor capabilities by method name.

1

When it’s possible to execute x.call() then Groovy syntax allows us to write this as x(). Such a transparent
call may have any number of arguments that the call method understands.
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Table 18.3 Actor capabilities (excerpt)
Method

Capability

start()

Starts the actor. Automatically called by the factory methods.

stop()

Accepts no more messages, stops when finished.

act()

Contains the code to execute safely per message.

send(msg)

Passes a message to the actor for asynchronous sequential processing. Aliases for actor x:
x.leftShift(msg), x << msg, x.call(msg), x(msg).

sendAndWait(msg)

Passes a message to the actor for synchronous sequential processing.
Waits for the reply. Comes with timeout variants.

loop{}

Does work until stopped.

react{msg->}

This is only available on subtypes of SequentialProcessingActor. It waits for a message to be available in the inbox, pops one
message out of the inbox, and passes it into the given closure for
execution. Comes with timeout variants.

msg.reply(replyMsg)

Sends the replyMsg back to the sender of the msg. Most useful
inside a react closure where it is delegated to the processed msg so
that it can be called without knowing the receiver.

receive()

Like react but without a closure parameter to process. Returns the
message. Comes with timeout variants.

join()

Waits for the actor to be finished before proceeding with current task.

Although this should give you an initial feeling for the Actor API, using it wisely isn’t
quite as easy as it might seem. Of all the concepts in this chapter, this is possibly the
one at the lowest level of abstraction and with the highest potential for errors.
First, it’s often suggested that actors should be free of side-effects, which is restrictive because this doesn’t allow printing to a console, storing a file, modifying a database, updating a UI, writing to the network, and so on. A more practical requirement
is that only one actor should access one such device to avoid concurrent access. This is
exactly what the audit actor in listing 18.8 does. The next time you see an actor presentation without such a safeguard, shout out loud!
Second, keep it simple. With many actors sending and replying to messages it’s all
too easy to run into deadlocks from circular references and other concurrency traps
that we’re here to avoid. They can also be difficult to debug and unit test. If you cannot sketch your actor dependencies as easily as in figure 18.2, consider whether any of
the other concurrency concepts may yield a simpler solution. They often do.
Third, sendAndWait() is a troublesome feature. You may wait forever. Give it a timeout at least. But if it times out, what do we do? Try again? The rule of thumb is that if
you’re using actors together with sendAndWait(), you’ve probably chosen the wrong
concept.
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Authorization

Coordinator

Collector

Audit

Calculator

Figure 18.2 A simple example network of actors for processing a request. A
coordination actor waits for the authorization reply and triggers a calculation.
Many actors inform the audit actor. A collector returns the result.

When creating a network of actors you may get some inspiration for tailoring
responsibilities along the lines of enterprise integration patterns as implemented in
the Apache Camel project (see http://camel.apache.org/enterprise-integrationpatterns.html and Camel in Action by Claus Ibsen and Jonathan Anstey (Manning,
2010), http://manning.com/ibsen/). If you think in terms of Enricher, Router, Translator, Endpoint, Splitter, Aggregator, Filter, Resequencer, and Checker, you’re on the
right track.

18.5.1 Using the strengths of Groovy
We’ve seen that Groovy provides a clean and concise API for creating and using actors.
Listing 18.8 is pretty much the most compact piece of actor code that one can think of
without sacrificing readability.
But two more Groovy features make our language particularly interesting in this
context: assigning event hooks through metaprogramming and using dynamic dispatch for reacting appropriately based on the message type.
Let’s start with metaprogramming. Listing 18.9 uses a standard reactor that calls its
own stop() method as soon as it receives a message. We’d like to be notified when the
actor stops and look into its inbox. What we’ll see is the remaining stop message:
[Message from null: stopMessage]

Listing 18.9 Hooking into the actor lifecycle through metaprogramming
import static groovyx.gpars.actor.Actors.*
def stopper = reactor { stop() }
stopper.metaClass.afterStop = { inbox -> println inbox }
stopper.send()

Actors can implement the optional afterStop() message for that purpose but the
standard reactor that we used in the previous listing has no such method. We don’t
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need to write our own Actor implementation because we can add such a method
through the metaclass.
Besides afterStop() other lifecycle hook methods such as afterStop():
onTimeout(), onException(throwable), and onInterrupt(throwable) are available.
The final two in this list are particularly important because proper exception handling is easily overlooked in a concurrent context.
The third benefit of using Groovy for actors is its dynamic method dispatch. Whenever actors respond differently based on the message type they receive, dispatch remains
to be done—either manually or automatically.
The next listing compares the two approaches. The manual reactor switches on
the message type, effectively taking a do-it-yourself approach to method dispatch. The
auto message handler in the second part of the example defines when clauses for each
message type and leaves the dispatch to Groovy.
Listing 18.10 Comparing manual and automatic methods for dispatching
import static groovyx.gpars.actor.Actors.*
def manual = reactor
switch (message)
case Number:
case String:
}
}

{ message ->
{
reply 'number'; break
reply 'string'; break

def auto = messageHandler {
when { String message -> reply 'string' }
when { Number message -> reply 'number' }
}

b

Self-made
dispatch

c

Groovy method
dispatch

The difference may not look significant in this small example, but it makes a considerable difference when managing any reasonably sized actor of that kind. The messageHandler is again a factory method that returns an Actor, which happens to be a
DynamicDispatchActor. You can use it in a number of different ways: through the factory method, by calling various constructors that allow registering of when closures, or
by subclassing and implementing onMethod(messageType) hooks.
Static languages—the ones that have no dynamic method dispatch—have a hard time supporting actors with dispatch on the message type
in a way that doesn’t compromise their static language characteristics.

BY THE WAY

Actors can be difficult to handle but compared to other low-level constructs for explicit
task coordination they have a pleasant structure and the send-reply-react scheme is
easier to understand and handle than most of Java’s built-in facilities.
Now that we’ve seen predefined, implicit, and explicit task coordination, we have
the difficulty of choosing between them. Luckily, we have yet another candidate that
we can delegate to.
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18.6 Agents for delegated task coordination
Delegation is my favorite strategy. Whenever I don’t know what to do, don’t want to do
it, or simply don’t want to decide, I happily hand the work to a delegate. Delegates are
abundant. They often appear as agents (think “real-estate”) that are happy to work on
your behalf. GPars can also create such helpful fellows and we use them for working
on shared mutable state.
When it comes to shared mutable state, many concurrency experts shiver with disgust. But it’s totally unavoidable as long as we integrate with Java, use its common datatypes, and call its methods—not only in the JDK but also in the vast space of open
source, commercial, and home-grown APIs that we rely upon.
Rather than deny reality, it’s more pragmatic to look for ways to safeguard our valuable assets. Listing 18.11 uses an agent to safeguard access to a string that we change
in a concurrency-safe manner. We’ll update the value by sending update instructions
to our agent that does all the tiring work for his client.
IMMUTABILILITY IS NOT ENOUGH Note that we don’t need to safeguard the

string as such because strings are immutable. Anyway, we have to safeguard
the reference that holds the string to make sure that the concatenation has
been done on our original string, and not a concurrently changed one.
Listing 18.11 Safeguarding a string for concurrent modifications
import groovyx.gpars.agent.Agent
def guard = new Agent<String>()
guard { updateValue('GPars') }
guard { updateValue(it + ' is groovy!') }
assert "GPars is groovy!" == guard.val

Agents protect a secure place where the safeguarded object cannot be changed by
anyone but the agent. Instructions on how to change the object are sent to the agent.
Again, the usual methods are available; listing 18.11 demonstrates send, leftShift,
<<, call, and a transparent method. The updateValue() message is used when the
safeguarded object itself is replaced by a new one.
Agents can easily be used in combination with all the other concurrency concepts
we’ve seen in this chapter. They are a simple yet ubiquitously useful tool for the concurrent programmer.

18.7 Concurrency in action
Let’s round up our tour through Groovy concurrency with an example that fetches
stock prices from the web in order to find the most valuable one. This task has
recently gained some popularity for a number of reasons:
■

Fetching web pages is slow compared to local calculations; therefore, using concurrency is promising no matter how many processing cores we have.
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■

■

The effect can be achieved with many different approaches, which gives us freedom of choice.
Many solutions have been published for different languages that we can compare our solution against.

We start with the easy part: fetching the year-end closing price of a given stock ticker.
Listing 18.12 connects to a Yahoo! service that provides this information in CSV format. The result of fetching its URL looks like this:2
Date,
Open, High, Low,
Close, Volume, Adj Close
2009-12-01,202.24,213.95,188.68,210.73,19068700,210.73

From that data, we need the fifth entry in the second line (the closing price), which is
what the getYearEndClosingUnsafe method returns. This method doesn’t handle
any problems with connecting to the service, so we’ve created an exception-safe variant getYearEndClosing for convenience.
Listing 18.12 Fetching the year-end closing price for a given stock ticker symbol
class YahooService {
static getYearEndClosingUnsafe(String ticker, int year) {
def url = "http://real-chart.finance.yahoo.com/table.csv?" +
"s=$ticker&a=11&b=1&c=$year&d=11&e=31&f=$year&g=d&ignore=.csv"
def data = url.toURL().text
return data.split("\n")[1].split(",")[4].toFloat()
}
static getYearEndClosing(String ticker, int year) {
try {
getYearEndClosingUnsafe(ticker, year)
} catch (all) {
println "Could not get $ticker, returning -1. $all"
return -1
}
}
}

Providing an exception-safe variant in addition to an unsafe method allows both convenience and caller-specific exception handling where each is required.
The API design of YahooService goes for static methods with immutable parameter types, which makes it concurrency-friendly even though the code shows no trait of
being concurrency-aware. It almost entirely avoids access to foreign objects with the
exception of println. Printing this way is considered a concurrency design flaw and
only acceptable when printing a single line, knowing that the PrintStream synchronizes internally.
Stateless methods are often frowned upon as being against traditional objectoriented style, but for concurrency-friendly services, they make sense.

2

Slightly reformatted for better readability.
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Now, let’s assume we wish to check the prices for Apple, Google, IBM, Oracle, and
Microsoft using the following stock ticker symbols:
def tickers = ['AAPL', 'GOOG', 'IBM', 'ORCL', 'MSFT']

Then we could sequentially find the most valuable one by collecting all prices together
with their ticker symbols and selecting the one with the maximum price:
def top = tickers
.collect { [ticker: it, price: getYearEndClosing(it, 2014)] }
.max { it.price }

Nothing fancy here. This is all plain non-concurrent code that connects to the YahooService for one stock ticker after the other.
Listing 18.13 makes one small addition to turn this into a concurrent solution: by
calling makeConcurrent() on the tickers, which results in calling the collect logic concurrently. This fork/join approach requires us to put the code inside a withPool scope.
Listing 18.13 Fetching prices concurrently with fork/join
import static groovyx.gpars.GParsPool.withPool
import static YahooService.getYearEndClosing
def tickers = ['AAPL', 'GOOG', 'IBM', 'ORCL', 'MSFT']
withPool(tickers.size()) {
def top = tickers.makeConcurrent()
.collect { [ticker: it, price: getYearEndClosing(it, 2014)] }
.max { it.price }
assert top == [ticker: 'GOOG', price: 526.4f]
}

Note that we use the withPool method with an argument to define the pool size. We
want to have a concurrent task for processing each ticker so that we don’t limit our
network usage by our processing capacity. We go for highest concurrency even on a
machine with a single core.
The solution in listing 18.13 is arguably the simplest one that we can get, and it’s so
close to optimal that if you’re a practitioner, you may want to skip the rest of this section and go right to the summary. The concurrency-addicted developer may want to
read on. We have interesting variants coming!
Calculating the maximum once we have all prices available is a quick operation
and usually not worth optimizing, but for the sake of exploring the concepts, we do it
anyway. Listing 18.13 first collects all prices and starts calculating the maximum only
after all the prices have been fetched. We could do a little bit better.
Suppose that AAPL and GOOG have been fetched but the remaining ones are still loading. We could use that network delay to eagerly calculate the maximum of the prices we
already know. The following listing introduces what looks like a minimal change in the
code to make this happen, but which is a rather fundamental change in scheduling.
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Listing 18.14 Fetching prices concurrently with map/filter/reduce
import static groovyx.gpars.GParsPool.withPool
import static YahooService.getYearEndClosing
def ticker = ['AAPL', 'GOOG', 'IBM', 'ORCL', 'MSFT']
withPool(ticker.size()) {
def top = ticker.parallel
.map { [ticker: it, price: getYearEndClosing(it, 2014)] }
.max { it.price }
assert top == [ticker: 'GOOG', price: 526.4f]
}

We have gone from fork/join to a map/filter/reduce approach because finding a
price is conceptually a mapping from a ticker symbol to its price, and finding the maximum is a special logic of reducing the result set.
Note that neither max nor any other reduction method guarantees that we process
prices as soon as two of them are available. In the worst case, we wait for the two candidates that finally turn out to be the slowest ones. But on average, we win.
Now, is listing 18.14 the best we can get? Well, so many options exist and we’re
entering the space of personal taste. Interesting variants come with dataflow. Let’s
explore at least one in the next listing that spawns a task for each ticker symbol, which
is used as the dataflow index. When calculating the maximum, we refer to the price
dataflow entry, thus implicitly waiting if the price hasn’t yet been fetched.
Listing 18.15 Fetching prices concurrently with Dataflows
import groovyx.gpars.dataflow.Dataflows
import static YahooService.getYearEndClosing
import static groovyx.gpars.dataflow.Dataflow.task
def tickers = ['AAPL', 'GOOG', 'IBM', 'ORCL', 'MSFT']
def price = new Dataflows()
tickers.each { ticker ->
task { price[ticker] = getYearEndClosing(ticker, 2014) }
}
def top = tickers.max { price[it] }
assert top == 'GOOG' && price[top] == 526.4f

Sets when
available
Reads
sequentially

We get the same concurrency characteristics as with map/filter/reduce in listing 18.14
but without the need for the extra ticker/price mapping.
This example is well suited to investigate further concepts and you’ll find more
demos in the GPars codebase. Look for the DemoStockPrices* scripts. Actor-based
solutions exist but I personally find them less attractive because the problem doesn’t
really call for explicit coordination. They also tend to be lengthier in terms of the
code required.
Another interesting approach would be to use the dataflow whenBound feature,
where one can deposit a closure that’s executed asynchronously after a value is
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bound to a dataflow variable. This comes with considerable effort in terms of coordinating the tasks to assert that all prices have been processed and also shielding the
temporary maximum against concurrent access. This approach has the appeal of
always calculating the currently best-known maximum as early as possible, but it’s
anything but simple.
Weighing algorithmic appeal against simplicity is a design choice that we often
encounter in concurrent scenarios. Don’t think twice. Go for simplicity!

18.8 Summary
As a Groovy or Java programmer, you don’t have to be afraid of the multicore era. Java
has provided us with a solid, battle-tested foundation for concurrent programming
that Groovy uses to build more high-level abstractions upon.
Now is the time to make yourself comfortable with the approaches to coordinate
concurrent tasks. The predefined control flow on collections through fork/join and
map/filter/reduce is possibly the easiest one to understand and start with. Implicit
coordination with dataflow should be your choice whenever your focus is on the
flow of data rather than the manipulation steps. Explicit control with actors should
be your last consideration when no other concept applies. And regardless of how you
coordinate your concurrent tasks, always consider using agents to protect shared
mutable state.
It goes without saying that a mere chapter that tries to cover so many concepts cannot do justice to the full API of such a rich project as GPars and necessarily fails to present such a wide topic as concurrency in all its beauty.
Even more concepts are expected in the near future and may be available by the
time you read this. Keep an eye on http://gpars.org to get the latest updates.
Please allow me to point your attention to the grace and elegance that Groovy has
shown once again in this chapter. The functional nature of closures blends naturally
with the need to demarcate pieces of code for concurrent execution. Object iteration
methods provide a perfect base for fork/join. Last but not least, actors profit from
dynamic method dispatch and metaprogramming. I’m so glad we have this language!
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insightful coverage of how to use Groovy in-production tasks,
including building new applications, integration with existing
code, and DSL development, this is the only book you’ll need.

What’s Inside
●

●
●
●

●

Comprehensive coverage of Groovy 2.4 including
language features, libraries, and AST transformations
Dynamic, static, and extensible typing
Concurrency: actors, data parallelism, and dataflow
Applying Groovy: Java integration, XML, SQL, testing,
and domain-specific language support
Hundreds of reusable examples

“

A clear and detailed
exposition of what is groovy
about Groovy. I’m glad to
have it on my bookshelf.

”

—From the Foreword by
James Gosling, Creator of Java

“

Groovy lies between
light scripting and heavier
enterprise languages—
this book will help you
master the sweet spot.

”

—Rick Wagner, Red Hat

The most valuable Groovy
“resource,
written by the most
valuable members of the
Groovy community.
”
—Vladimir Orany
Metadata Consulting Ltd.

The long-awaited and
“excellent
successor to
the first edition.
”
—David McFarland
Instil Software Ltd.

Some experience with Java or another programming language
is helpful. No Groovy experience is assumed.
Authors Dierk König, Paul King, Guillaume Laforge, Hamlet D’Arcy,
Cédric Champeau, Erik Pragt, and Jon Skeet are intimately involved
in the creation and ongoing development of the Groovy
language and its ecosystem.
Technical editor: Michael Smolyak
To download their free eBook in PDF, ePub, and Kindle formats, owners
of this book should visit manning.com/GroovyinActionSecondEdition
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